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Network defenders in the Monitoring and Incident Response Division
need a more reliable way to detect behavioral anomalies to counter
against highly sophisticated cyber attacks by nation state threat
actors targeting DOS networks.

Initial Problem Statement



Assist DOS network defenders through providing tools and/or
recommending configurationsthat enable the full functionality of
SIEM tools to identify anomalies in acentralized data repository.

Final problem statement
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Project Journey

Days Left: 70

Weeks 1-5
Interviews: 8



➢

Total Interviews: 8
○Met with sponsor to discuss the problem statement

■Started beneficiary discovery to understand and learn more about 
the problem domain
■Broadened scope of problem beyond initial email focus
■Focus on development of offline algorithm 
Problem Statement:

○Network defenders in the Monitoring and Incident Response Division 
need a more reliable way to detect behavioral anomalies to counter 

against highly sophisticated cyber attacks by nation state threat actors 
targeting DOS networks.

Weeks 1-5 

➢



Important Interviews:
○CIRT Cloud Lead
■Pivoted away from focusing solely on emails
○ Unnamed

■How is network behavior defined? Definitions 
will not be able to stay static. 

Weeks 1-5 : Interviews

➢

Important VPCs



Weeks 1-5 : Mission Model Canvas



Days Left: 70

Interviews: 29
Days Left: 35

Weeks 1-5
Interviews: 8

Weeks 6-10Project Journey



➢

Total Interviews: 29
○Continued meeting with sponsor to understand changes in the problem 

domain
○Exploration into Okta-based solution
■Started looking at Splunk as well
○How do we define what is good? What is bad?
Problem Statement Pivot:
○Assist network defenders in securing DOS network by providing 
recommended configurations for Splunk and Okta to best utilize these 
tools to detect bad actors within the DOS network.

Weeks 6-10 

➢



“The big question to answer will be how you
define good and bad events” 

Important Interviews:
○Okta Internal Meeting

■Learned alot about existing Okta provided 
solutions and more about DoS security practices

○Mark Johnson 
■Provided a lot of insight as to how Splunk works 

with alerting and logging information

Weeks 6-10: Interviews 

➢

Important VPCs



Weeks 6-10 : Mission Model Canvas



1st MVP



2nd MVP



Days Left: 70

Interviews: 29
Days Left: 35

Days Left: 0

Weeks 1-5
Interviews: 8

Weeks 6-10

Weeks 10-15
Interviews: 96

Project Journey



Weeks 10-15 

➢

➢

Total Interviews: 96
○Went down to Washington D.C. to gather more crucial information for 

the problem domain
○Pivoted away from Okta, and configuration recommendations
○Began focusing on a SIEM centered solution
○More thought into creating a tool agnostic solution/framework
Final Pivot:
○Assist DOS network defenders through providing tools and/or 

tools to identify anomalies in a centralized data repository.
recommending configurations that enable the full functionality of SIEM 



Weeks 10-15: Interviews 

➢

Important VPCs

-DOS Branch Chief

Important Interviews:
○DOS IT Specialist

■Got an overview of the DoS network and how 
they are utilizing Splunk
○DOS Branch Chief

■Highlighted several issues both technical and 
non-technical that opened up the problem 
space

“Don’t let a good crisis go to waste”



Weeks 10-15 : Mission Model Canvas



DC Trip!
Left to Right: Sabran, Kyle, Jacob, Danh

(Problem Sponsor)



Final MVP
Analysis

Data Architecture

Logic



Data Architecture 

➢

➢

➢

➢

DS-6 Data Architecture for Cybersecurity
○Uneven network/data structure
Normalizer
○Cribl -Delta Lake
Data Lake
○Data Hub + Data Nodes
Splunk ES Cloud
○ Databricks
■ Interaction with cold storage



Analysis

➢

➢ Active State
○Define “normal” user behavior

○Working hours, access patterns, etc.
○

Triggers
○Defined by the configurations of the UBA tool

○Pulled based off of data from a user state database

Fingerprint users outside of IP



Logic
➢

Act in accordance with situational factors
■User Privilege
■Persistence of the Event

How to respond when a Trigger has been
pulled? ○

Operations
○

Alerts? Run Commands? Shut off access?

➢



Gantt Chart

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3



Thank You!

Special thank you to Jim Santa, Suvam Barui, Danh Nguyen-Huynh, and Danny Potocki! 

Thank you to everyone who we interviewed!



Questions?


